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ABSTRACT
This study examined the impact of an 8 week-long core exercise program on the balance performance of footballers. A
total of 40 players between the ages of 13-14 were included in the study, divided into two groups of 20 players, namely
the Experimental Group (EG) and the Control Group (CG). While the EG performed 30 minutes of core exercise for
two days a week over a total of eight weeks in addition to their usual exercises, the CG was only asked to maintain their
usual routine. Before and after the study, a dynamic balance test was undertaken on the groups. To statistically analyze
the data, the Variance Analysis Technique was applied to the Repeated Measurement Trials. According to the statistical
analysis in terms of Anterior/Posterior, Overall Stability and Medial Lateral Balance, (pre- and post-test) x (right and
left foot) (P = 0.039; P = 0.002; P = 0.034) and EG and CG x right and left foot (P = 0.000; P = 0.001; P = 0.002)
interaction impacts were significant in terms of all three states of balance. In the determination of the right and left foot
balance during the pre- and post-tests for the EG and CG, Tukey’s multiple comparison test showed that the right foot
balance of the EG was at a significantly higher level than their left foot balance in all three states of balance before the
exercise. While the footballers had better balance on their right feet in terms of anterior/posterior balance, there was no
significant difference between the right and left feet of the footballers in terms of Overall Stability and Medial Lateral
balances. In conclusion, it can be argued that when researching whether core exercise has an impact on the balance of
footballers, it should be taken into account when the index values of the players were obtained (pre- or post-test) and
from which foot (right or left).
Keywords: Core exercise, footballer, balance.

1. INTRODUCTION
Core strength exercise is a vital method of training frequently used for working a great range of
muscles of the trunk that keep the spine and hip in balance (Savaş, 2003) and maintaining athletic
performance (Jim et al., 2013). There are studies showing that improved core strength increases
lower extremity function and supports postural stability (Alsayani et al., 2018) while other studies
have demonstrated the impact of core exercises in improving balance (Dello et al., 2014; Markoviç
et al., 2015; Yoon et al., 2015; Trampas et al., 2015) and other performance parameters for different
branches of sport (Sharma et al., 2012; Kachanathu et al., 2014). Core exercises have been widely
used in recent years because they improve performance (Saeterbakken et al., 2011; Schilling et al.,
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2013). Although core exercises differ from weight-lifting exercises in practice, the focus is still on
increasing muscle strength. With core exercise the control and balance of the body is improved, the
strength of many large and small muscle groups is increased, the risk of injury is reduced, and
efficiency of movement or switches between movements are increased due to the improvements in
balance (Şatıroğlu et al., 2013). It has also been emphasized that core strength exercises prevent
back pain (Calatayud et al., 2015) and reduce the frequency of injuries (Viktoria et al., 2016).
Balance is an important factor in maintaining the body composition required for good performance
in sport. For that reason, it forms the basis of dynamic sports with sudden changes in the pattern of
motion. All branches of sport require a certain level of balance (Savaş, 2003). Balance is a complex
process involving coordinated activities of various sensory, motor and biomechanical components
(Jim et al., 2013).
This study intends to demonstrate the impact of core exercises which strengthen the body’s core,
which enables energy to be efficiently transferred from the upper extremities to the lower
extremities and vice versa, and which improve control and balance of the entire body thereby
improving the balance performance of footballers.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Study Group and Its Type
This study examined 40 male players between the ages of 13-14 who are active footballers in the
youth academies of amateur football league teams in the Nizip district of Gaziantep. With the
footballers’ consent, it was determined whether they suffered from any impediments either before
or during the study. The players themselves and their parents were informed about the study plan
and purpose, and a written consent form in line with the Ethics Committee report was obtained from
them indicating that they were participating voluntarily in the study. For the purposes of the study,
20 players were randomly selected to take part in the Experimental Group (EG) and 20 were
selected to take part in the Control Group (CG) from among 40 male players who regularly attend
football training.
After demographic data (age, height, weight) pertaining to the players in the EG and CG were
recorded, the bio-impedance method (Tanita BC418) was used to determine the percentage of body
fat at the pre-test stage. The equilibrium performance was measured using the isokinetic balance
system. Afterwards, in addition to their usual football exercises, the EG, consisting of 20 players,
performed 45 minutes of core exercise using their own body weight for two days a week over a
period of eight weeks. While the CG consisting of 20 players was only asked to maintain their usual
routine of football exercises. This allowed us to study the impact of a core strength exercise
regimen on the balance performance of the EG and compare the results with those of the CG. The
measurements were performed twice, both before and after the study.
2.2. Collection of Data
2.2.1. Identification of Age, Height and Bodyweight
The age of each subject was confirmed with ID cards. Height was measured using the length
measurement on the scale with an accuracy of 0.01 cm while each subject was barefoot or wearing
socks, and body weight was measured with an accuracy of 0.01 kg using scales, with each subject
wearing suitable sportswear.
2.2.2. Body Composition
Body Fat Percentage measurement using Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis: A “Tanita-BC 418
MA” device was used to conduct the Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis (BIA). While taking the
measurements, the individuals were asked to stand barefoot on the metal surface of the device,
while holding the handles with both hands and releasing their arms in parallel with their body. The
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process lasted about 1-2 minutes for each subject, and the body fat percentage results detected using
the Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis device were printed out from the device (Sarıtaş et al., 2011).
2.2.3. Dynamic Balance Test
The Biodex Balance System (Biodex Balance System, BBS; Biodex Inc., Shirley, NY) was used for
dynamic balance performance measurements. The subjects took part in the test barefoot wearing
suitable sportswear. The subjects were allowed to perform as many trials as they wished to
minimize the learning effect before the tests. Three separate balance score measurements were
taken for each balance test (Cachupe et al., 2001).
2.2.4. Statistical Analysis
Before and after the study, a dynamic balance test was performed on the groups. To statistically
analyze the data, the Variance Analysis Technique was applied to the Repeated Measurement Trials
while Tukey’s multiple comparison test was used to determine left and right foot balance of the
players in the EG and CG for both pre- and post-test purposes.
3. FINDINGS
Table 1.General Descriptive Statistics by Group in terms of the Determined Features
Variables
Age (year)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
Body fat percentage
(kg/(heightxheight)2

Control Group (CG)
Mean
13.45
159.35
43.29

Standard Error
0.11
1.42
1.60

12.98

0.85

Experimental Group (EG)
Mean
13.40
159.60
48.46
15.76

Standard Error
0.11
2.22
1.83
1.31

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics for Pre- and Post-Test Values of Balance Measurements
Pre-Test
Post-Test
Mean
Standard Error
Mean
Standard Error
Right Foot
1.07 Aa
0.08
0.94 Bb
0.08
Left Foot
0.88 Bb
0.07
1.09 Aa
0.09
Right Foot
1.22 Ba
0.09
1.12 Ab
0.08
Overall Stability
Left Foot
1.45 Aa
0.11
1.07 Ab
0.08
Right Foot
0.70 Ba
0.06
0.62 Ab
0.04
Medial Lateral
Left Foot
0.87 Aa
0.07
0.60 Ab
0.06
Note 1: Differences between the groups in the same period characterized by different capital letters are significant
Note 2: Differences between the periods in the same group characterized by different lowercase letters are significant
Variables
Anterior/Posterior

According to the statistical analysis in terms of the variables Anterior/Posterior, Overall Stability
and Medial Lateral Balance, pre-test - post-test x right-left foot (P = 0.039; P = 0.002; P = 0.034)
interaction impacts were significant in terms of the three variables (Table 2 and Graph 1).

Graph 1. Pre-test - post-test x right and left foot interaction graphs for the anterior/posterior, overall stability and
medial lateral variables
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Table 3. Descriptive Statistics of Balance Measurements by Groups
Variables
Control Group (CG)
Experimental Group (EG)
Mean
Standard Error
Mean
Standard Error
1.03 Aa
0.09
0.99 Aa
0.07
Anterior/Posterior Right Foot
Left Foot
1.02 Aa
0.08
0.95 Aa
0.08
Right Foot
1.13 Bb
0.08
1.21 Ba
0.08
Overall Stability
Left Foot
1.25 Aa
0.10
1.28 Aa
0.09
Right Foot
0.59 Bb
0.05
0.73 Aa
0.04
Medial Lateral
Left Foot
0.68 Ab
0.06
0.78 Aa
0.07
Note 1: Differences between the groups in the same period characterized by different capital letters are significant
Note 2: Differences between the periods in the same group characterized by different lowercase letters are significant

When the group x right-left foot (P = 0.000; P = 0.001; P = 0.002) interaction in the table was
examined, it was determined that there were no significant differences between the groups in terms
of right and left foot balance of the footballers with reference to the Anterior/Posterior balance; that
the footballers in the EG had significantly higher levels of right foot balance in comparison to the
CG in terms of Overall Stability, and that there were no significant differences between the EG and
the CG in terms of left foot balance. Concerning Medial Lateral balance, the footballers in the EG
had significantly higher levels of balance on both the left and right foot in comparison to the
footballers in the CG.

Graph 2. Group (EG-CG) X right and left foot interaction graphs for the anterior/posterior, overall stability and medial
lateral index values

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This study aimed to examine the impact of an 8 week-long core strength exercise regimen on
balance performance of male footballers aged between 13 to 14. The applied core exercise regimen
had no significant impact on right and left foot balance of footballers in the EG. On the other hand,
it was determined that the footballers in the EG had significantly higher levels of right foot balance
in comparison to the CG in terms of Overall Stability and that there were no significant differences
between the EG and the CG in terms of left foot balance. Concerning Medial Lateral balance, the
footballers in the EG had significantly higher levels of balance on both the left and right foot in
comparison to the footballers in the CG. As football includes many different movements, the
balance angles change as a result of continuous weight transfer between the legs. This transfer and
change depends on the overall, anterior-posterior and medial-lateral balance. The significant
differences in the right leg overall and medial-lateral measurements of the EG as demonstrated by
the dynamic balance measurements performed in the study was ascribed to the fact that most
players in that group use their right foot by default while some of them are more adept at playing
with their right foot despite an equal number of exercises for and equal focus on both right and left
leg. The study compared two groups, namely the Experimental Group and the Control Group,
which displayed no dissimilarities in terms of age and gender. Since football quintessentially
requires more dynamic balance, this study has placed emphasis on the development of balance
using different strategies (Yılmaz et al., 2019). Studies have already established that balance
parameters can be affected by factors such as age and gender (Condon end Cremin, 2014). In his
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research, Akcınar reported a meaningful difference in dynamic balance test measurements in favor
of the right foot (Akçınar, 2014). In a study exploring the impact of core lower extremity strength
exercises on the dynamic balance of basketball players, it was established that the balance skills
values of the experimental group showed improvements in both the right and the left foot in
comparison to the control group (Yüksel et al., 2016). Similarly, it was reported that there was a
significant difference between the pre- and post-test values yielded by core training exercises
performed by volleyball players (Sadeghi et al., 2013). In a study of static and dynamic core
exercises, it was reported that the values of players in the experimental group were significantly
better (Sever, 2017). While a four-week core exercise program was found to contribute to the static
and dynamic balance of the players (Lacono et al., 2014), a similar study found that an eight-week
long core exercise program brought about a positive improvement in static balance scores (StrayPedersenet al., 2006). One study reported that a six-week long core exercise program for
adolescents makes a positive contribution to balance scores (Granaclher et al., 2014). In a study
comparing a five-week long core exercise program using Pilates balls to a traditional exercise
routine, it was found that the core exercise group had achieved greater improvements in terms of
balance on one foot (Cosio-Lima et al., 2003), while a study by Samson revealed that core exercises
designed for tennis players made a positive contribution to their dynamic balance (Samson, 2005)
and Ozmen (2016) found that a core exercise regimen resulted in a positive contribution to the
dynamic balance of adolescent badminton players (Ozmen end Aydoğmuş, 2016). It has been
reported that certain exercises aimed at strengthening the core region make a positive contribution
to improvements in balance in the elderly, as it does in young people (Markoviç et al 2015). It has
been emphasized that functional core exercises may have positive results in elderly women
resulting in efficient extremity use and strong balance. In the literature, there are also dynamic
exercises using Bosu and Pilates balls that induce improvements in static balance via core exercises
(Emery et al., 2005; Yaggie et al., 2006). On the other hand, it has been emphasized that core
exercises do not lead to any improvements as demonstrated by measurements using the star balance
test (Sato end Mokha, 2009). There are other studies using different balance methods and
techniques. In terms of dynamic and static balance measurements of female athletes, it was
determined that the static balance of gymnasts and the dynamic balance parameters of footballers
were better than those of basketball players (Bressel et al., 2007). Another study on football players
has shown that the static and dynamic balance of professional footballers is at a higher level than
that of amateur players (Paillard et al., 2006).
On the basis of available data, it is possible to argue that dynamic core exercises can have a positive
impact on static balance. When compared with other studies, this study differs from them in terms
of different methodologies used for evaluating core training exercises.
As a result, it is thought that exercises targeting the core region positively affect strength and thus
physical performance. It can be argued that core strength exercises have positive effects on both
Overall and Medial balance.
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